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FIESTA SIEMPRÉ--ALWAYS A PARTY!
2013 REUNION SAN ANTONIO RIVERWALK
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July 18-22, 2013
Hyatt Regency on the Riverwalk, San Antonio
$125/night, plus airfare, registration fee ($130) and
annual FAHSAA membership fee ($20)
Friday night, dinner at Casa Rio on the River,
Saturday night, dinner and dance at the Hyatt; and,
the on-going fiesta at our hospitality suit.

FIESTA SIEMPRÉ – SAN ANTONIO!
By Sandy Collins ’70

Spanish missions dating back two plus
centuries.
That and a very diverse
artistic culture set the background for this
venue.
Galleries, museums, botanical
gardens, and one of the best zoos in the
States are within ten minutes of the hotel.
Here, too, is home of the Pearl Beer
Brewery and Texas’ own Central
Market—finding the freshest and most
nouveau cuisine culture, daring to rival
Whole Foods, another Texas original.
And while not home to Linda’s beloved
college team, the Longhorns, San Antonio
boasts the incredible Spurs of the NBA.
Here, too, is Sea World, Fiesta Texas, and
Splashtown, if it is a theme park which
pulls you. And if it is art, there is the
Bluestar Arts District, The San Antonio
Museum of Art, and the McNay all within
minutes of the hotel. Above all, however,
San Antonio boasts its crowning
achievement--its cooling Riverwalk.

Lobby of Hyatt Riverwalk

Linda Buckles Brashear ’69 is host of the
2013 FAHSAA ‘67-‘73 Reunion and
warmly
extends
a
welcome,
or
Bienvenidos, as they say in San Antonio,
to all alumni and associated faculty of
FHS. “Y’all come!”
Sunny, hot Texas is mitigated by a cool
on-the-river oasis which winds through
the Old City, not unlike the canals of
Venice. Shaded and green and below
street level, one can’t help but feel soothed
by the ever-present water under a canopy
of sub-tropical flora. Here, too, the blue
agave tequila anejo flows as freely as juice
from Texas’ own citrus and San Antonio’s
diverse music culture. From mariachis to
the Hard-Rock café, it can be found.
We’ll be making camp at the Hyatt on the
Riverwalk, right across the street from
the Alamo, and deep, deep, in the heart of
Texas. San Antonio is home to several

Mission San Jose

Your personal 2013 reunion experience
may begin as early as Wednesday, July
17, if you make your hotel and airline
reservations appropriately. There is so
much to see and do along the Riverwalk
alone; you just might need that extra day.

Saturday night will be a Texas-style
dinner at the Hyatt. Musically, this is an
opportunity for any FHSer who dares to
bring his axe to take the limelight and
give us a song. Consider this a personal,
invitation to any alumni musician who
wishes to plug into our amps. (Contact me
(mujerescondita@yahoo.com or Linda
Brashear
(lsbrashear@gmail.com)
for
more information if you have any interest
in throwing down a tune or two.

Remember the Alamo!

Our hospitality suit will be open
Thursday at noon. Here you can hook up
with your old cronies and wet your
whistle with soft drinks and beer and
wine.
Just across the street, Texas
history beckons—remember the Alamo!
Or you might venture into Alamo Heights
and Lincoln Heights, two exclusive
neighborhoods nearby which support
several galleries, parks, the amazing
Half-Price Books, and delicious dining.
But be sure to amble back to the
hospitality suite in time for Mike
McCready’s by-now famous wine tasting
experience, which he personally funds and
sponsors annually. Thanks, thanks, and
thanks, Mike, for assuming the mantle of
our old school’s sommelier.
As an
aficionada myself, I am always looking to
let my taste buds learn more. Salud!
Friday evening will be dinner at Casa Rio
Mexican Food Restaurant, which is a twominute stroll from the hotel, along the
river. There will be a cash bar. From
there a mere step-slide to such venues as
the Hard Rock Café, as well as several
Italian, Mexican, and continental cuisine
restaurants along the semi-tropical walk.

A Texas Gondola

The always-fine Jesse Boleyn ’69 promises
to bend our ears for a few minutes, and
Chef Bob Passarelli ’70 has a mind to do
the same if he can get some of the old
gang to get up and join him. If you want
to play, solo or otherwise, let us know.
We will also have yours truly as DJ,
providing dance tunes we all know and
love and a Texas dance favorite or two.

Jesse Boleyn ’69

Maybe it’s the sun, or the moon, or the
music, or maybe just the tequila, but
down here, we enjoy Fiesta. In this life
and the next. Always.

SOARING EAGLE – BILL
YEAKEL ’67
By Sandy Collins ‘70

Direct your taxi man to Hyatt on the
Riverwalk. If you are driving, mention
FHS and self parking is $10.
As you mighta figgered, don’t take it from
an old fool like yours truly. By all means,
visit www.frankfurthigh.com to discover
all and more regarding San Antonio 2013.
Y’all come, now, and bring your swim/
workout gear.
The hotel has great
amenities. Oh…’n don’t ferget yer boots!

The Boots are Bigger in Texas

Yer Host – Linda Buckles Brashear ’69
Her Compadres – Felix Rosel ’70, Buddy
Lerch ’69, Dutch Meeker (’70, and Sandy
Collins ’70—Contact us if you need info.

Bill Yeakel ’67

Bill Yeakel has a beautifully positive
outlook on life. If you ask him how’s it
goin’, he will respond, “never worse than
marvelous.” He graduated in ’67, at the
Zoo, of course—always good for a laugh.
His dad was an NCO in Hanau, and Bill
took the bus to school every day, which he
found fun. There was definitely a bus
subculture—with guys like Ron Smith,
Bill Vogel, Linda and Janet Worthington,
and Tom O’Donnell, R.I.P., making the
ride everyday something to fondly recall
even 40+ years later.
Bill arrived at FHS after his junior year.
He had been attending Aberdeen High
School in Maryland, and like most
disenfranchised high school juniors, didn’t
want to leave. Boom. Suddenly, he must
attend school in Frankfurt, Germany, for
the best year of high school, not knowing
a soul. But this wasn’t his family’s first
European tour, so Bill resigned himself to
it. And he had family there. His mother
was a Native German and her father had
a crew that kept all the Frankfurt
lampposts scraped and painted.
Bill
would
eventually
work
with
his
grandfather, which was an opportunity to

join the ranks of his forebears, and where
he formed a fast relationship with his
Opa.

appearances, he was building Roger
Bacon’s “Wooden Man” (the quintessential
self-constructed being).

Back Stateside, Bill had been a choir
member of the Aberdeen High School
Choir, where they very nearly went
national. So, naturally, in Frankfurt, he
found his feet leading him to Virginia
Johnson’s Mellowteens. Yeakel said he
also sang in a barber shop quartet. He
was very interested in other musical
groups, particularly a trio—Nils Ohling,
Steve Smith, and Joey Caldwell, and
hosted all the talent contests. He also
played soccer.

Gettysburg had a top-notch choir and he
sang there, touring, as well. He met his
first wife there. Yeakel graduated with a
dual major.

He applied to and was accepted to the
University of Pennsylvania. However, he
received
a
full
scholarship
from
Gettysburg College in Pennsylvania. Bill
arrived at Gettysburg and signed up for
German Literature. They made him take
a German language test at the senior
level before they allowed him to Major in
German Literature as well as Philosophy.

Aetna Financial Services provided Bill
with his first job. By then, he was also a
volunteer Boy Scout and later became a
professional scouter organizing units and
providing training for adult leaders.
Yeakel said the scouting gig was the
toughest job he ever had. He had to fund
raise, motivate, train, and it was a 24/7
job. He held this job for five years. In
that time, he set up a community profile—
who were the movers and shakers. He
said it was surprising how real politicians
were real influences.

Back in the Frankfurt days, Bill actually
thought he was going to be an engineer.
He had already taken all the math classes
available. So the math faculty created a
calculus and computer science program,
which six kids were allowed to take.
Those classes were held at the famous IG
Farben Building.
He got into the military and was
scheduled to go to Vietnam, but he
sustained a shoulder injury which allowed
him to opt out. It was certainly a critical
decision and one he would often revisit
thereafter.
Gettysburg College was an island of
conservatism in a sea of conservatism in
the U.S.A. It was a unique and affluent
environment, designed more to prepare
the enterprising student for graduate
school and not necessarily work. By then,
Bill was an Eagle Scout.
By all

Yeakel Doing the Most Good

Lufkin Steel Company recruited him to
help provide leadership for scouts and
after a year, they asked Bill to work for
them, acting as a consultant.
They
decided he needed a technical degree, so
they sent him to Drexel University in
Philadelphia within the engineering
program. He signed an agreement with
Lufkin and went to the metallurgy school
of engineering, taking on more math
classes, of course. He told Lufkin he

would prefer a math degree, and then
agreed.
This was in the mid seventies, and the
Japanese had gained a stronghold in the
steel industry. It was apparent problemsolving methodologies were needed to
gain the competitive edge, which meant
creating quality circles and zero defects
programs.
It became evident that
advertising was necessary to turn heads
back to American steel. Bill began to
write ad copy for Lufkin at that time, as
well.
However, the company was
developing serious problems, and Yeakel
could foresee layoff.
One evening he was playing bridge, and
one of the other players asked him about
advertising.
It occurred to him
immediately that he must begin a side
company in advertising. He set up a
corporation to make discount books for
food savings, etc., which he sold for $20.
He began to realize more profit at his own
business than he was making at Lufkin,
just as their layoffs began—which was
just as well, because the Union had
targeted him as a trouble-maker.
He got into his own business which he
built up. Precision Press offered to merge
with him just as he discovered his partner
was defrauding the State of New Jersey.
Bill decided to turn everything over to the
state, and his partner was arrested.
At this point, all things considered, no
Fortune 500 company would touch him.
So he did was he was getting really good
at—he went back to school in Aberdeen,
Maryland.
About this time, he earned a pilot’s
license.
Bill rented an apartment in a house in
Aberdeen, and in the other apartment he
met his next wife. They bought the house
next door and still live there today. His

parents have a farm nearby and, at some
fuzzy point in the future, Bill, et ux, will
move out to the farm.

It’s a Bird—a biplane—it’s Bill Yeakel!

Townsend University asked him to meet
Dr. Steven Walsh, who looking for people
to head a ballistic research lab as an army
civil servant.
He did computer
programming heading up a $38 million
dollar programming portfolio. They also
paid for his grad school. Yeakel received
his Masters in Status and Program
Operations Research on the Time of
Flight of Bullets.
The Army Materiel Systems Analysis
Activity then lobbied to bring him
onboard—they had the mission for Army
test and evaluation for all major Army
weapon systems.
In his usual good
humor, he said it was lots of fun. He was
promoted to lead analyst at Future
Combat Systems for “the biggest failed
program they ever had.” He traveled over
300 days each year during phase one of
that program.
Yeakel received his Ph.D. in Operations
Research at the University of Delaware.
Operations research is mostly known for
breaking Nazi codes during the War.
Back at Future Combat Systems, things
were awry. They wanted his program
finished by 2012, not the originally
projected 2018, which Bill knew was
impossible; certainly he didn’t know how

to deliver a system that had ballooned
into 18 systems plus a network in the
timeframe that General Shinseki wanted.
Knowing he couldn’t be part of that
solution, he decided to leave the military
and go back to private business.

that makes it important. “People are my
species.”

Bill and his wife, Irene, formed ORSA
(Operations Research Systems Analysis)
Corporation. Irene continues to work for
the local school board as an elementary
school secretary and teaches private piano
lessons on the side (along with directing
the church choir and playing the organ for
multiple masses every weekend). Bill
spends about 10 hours a day at the office
and another two or three working from
their home.

KING OF THE EAGLES –
Coach Don Drakulich

Bill says anyone wishing to contact him
may do so at yeakel@comcast.net.

By Sandy Collins 70

Bill paused as he had just reviewed his
work life and said, “Basically, I just stuck
with what interested me and paid
attention.
Bill continues to volunteer at the Rotary
Club, as he has for the past ten years.
They work on such projects as wiping
polio off the face of the earth. Soon they
will hold a conference in Portugal on
water issues.

“How did you get to be head coach in
Frankfurt?”
I had Coach Drak on the
phone—finally…an interview I’d been
trying to score for a couple of years. After
all, Coach made FHS a really great
football team. He taught us how to win.

Bill Yeakel/Rotary Club

He is also a consistent volunteer at the
Veteran’s Administration Hospital—just
wheeling people around. It isn’t always
the complexity or economic value of a job

He thought about the question for less
than a second and replied, “After I
graduated from Arizona State in 1961, I
began teaching school in California. Palos
Verdes is a high-brow community south of
Los Angeles. Teachers there did the
“overseas thing.” Coach thought he’d do
it, too.

Don was first assigned to Okinawa in
1964 for a one-year teaching assignment.
In 1965, Spandahlem Airbase near
Bitburg had a junior high, but Coach
really had his heart set on coaching high
school football. After teaching there a
year, he went to District Headquarters at
Wiesbaden and was told he had to do one
more year there. So he did.
Meanwhile, he went on vacation to the
Spanish coast, driving down in a VW
beetle to Torremolinos on the Costa del
Sol. There and met the girl of his dreams-Arina, a Dutch beauty, and they fell in
love and were wed, as most of you know;
and they remain happily married to this
day.

coach. He chuckled. To this day he is still
good friends with Guy Bennett, who also
lives in the Colorado area.
Arina got a job as the Assistant Librarian
at FHS, and both their sons were born in
Frankfurt—Bart, in 1970 and Henk, in
1973.
In his first season as head football coach,
Don Drakulich began a three-year
championship streak—’67, ’68, and ’69. In
nine years at FHS, he racked up 51 wins,
11, losses, and one tie.
He had six
championships by 1975.
After Frankfurt, he was blessed with an
assignment at Vicenza High School in
Italy, about half hour west of Venice. He
and Arina both loved the temperate
Italian climate and stayed in Italy for
twenty years.
Coach Drakulich’s total head coaching
career reflects 117 wins, 44 losses, and 2
ties—these including the Frankfurt days.
The Stars and Stripes (newspaper) was
always been good to me,” he reflected.
When he retired, the newspaper wrote,
“…the winningest coach in DOD history.”

Coach and Arina

One day a guy called from Wiesbaden and
said, “How would you like to be head
football coach at FHS?” At the time, Don
had no background in football coaching,
although he had played at Arizona State.
Sometimes, if you want something badly
enough, it might just come to pass.
When they first arrived in Frankfurt,
Arina and Don stayed at the Miguel
Arms, across the street from the high
school. One morning there was a knock
at the door, and he opened it to find two
guys standing there—Guy Bennett and
Bill House, who wanted to know if they
were at the residence of the new football

While in Italy but still before retiring,
Coach decided to become a certified
financial planner, setting up his next
play.
When he and Arina moved to
Colorado Springs, he went into the
financial planning business.
Soon
thereafter, he was picked up by a
company who hired him to do preretirement
seminars
for
Federal
employees.
He still conducts seminars
from Juneau to Stuttgart, Arina always at
his side.
Both Coach Drakulich and Arina may be
found on Facebook and feel blessed to be
alive, in love, and in Colorado.

FROM THE (DIGITAL)
DARKROOM
By John Neumyer ‘69

First, the word “pixel” is short for picture
element. A pixel records the intensity and
color of light falling on it. That’s all.

In previous newsletters we’ve discussed
photography from the standpoint of
manipulating the camera’s and the lens’
functions, such as ISO, aperture and
shutter, to achieve higher quality results.
And we’ve discussed some photographic
basics such as filling the frame and the
rule of thirds to improve the composition
and thus the quality of an image. This
time I’d like to talk about image quality
from the camera’s perspective. Now that
digital has just about taken over the
market place camera manufacturers are
trying very hard to outdo one another
with more and better bells and whistles.
It’s a real hot race. Just a few years ago,
a camera sporting a 7.2 megapixel sensor
would’ve been considered very good.
Today, that number is closer to 14 to 18
megapixels. But, before you run out to
buy the latest gigapixel camera (to the
best of my knowledge there is no such
animal–yet), there are some things you
should know about pixels.

The next thing you need to know is that
pixels are not all created equal. I used to
think that a pixel was a pixel, and that
they were all the same. Not so. There are
large pixels and there are small pixels.
Large pixels store more informa- tion
than small pixels. This is an important
concept to keep in your back pocket.
Third, the importance of sensor size
cannot be overstated. The sensor is what
records the image that ends up on your
memory card. It is what replaced film.
The size of the sensor is a major
determining factor in the quality of a
digital image; the larger the sensor, the
higher the quality of the image it
produces. There are just over a half dozen
or so sensor sizes in common use in digital
cameras right now. The sensor size in a
given camera model is fixed when it is
manufactured and cannot be changed.
Generally speaking, the smaller the
camera, the smaller the sensor will be.
So, the sensors in camera phones, and in
small pocket digital, point and shoot type,
cameras will be very small and the
quality of the image they produce will be
limited, even with a relatively high
megapixel count, because the pixels will,
out of necessity, be very small. Once you
get into the larger fixed lens cameras and

the legitimate digital single lens reflex
cameras (DSLR) the sensor size increases
significantly. The megapixel count may
not increase at the same rate, but because
the sensor is much larger, the pixels can
be larger. Now you end up with a high
quality image.
The graphic shown will give you an idea
on how the sensor sizes stack up against
one another. Compact cameras (camera
phones, pocket digital, and point and
shoot type cameras) will sport sensors in
the red, orange and yellow zones. Larger
fixed lens cameras will often have sensors
in the “four-thirds” zone, which is pea
green in this graphic. True DSLR’s have
sensors in the blue, cyan and magenta
zones. The largest zone (magenta) is
what is called a “full frame” sensor. It is
the same size as a 35 mm negative.
The Bottom Line: It is only fair to
compare cameras with the same size
sensor when looking at the megapixel
count.
Otherwise you are comparing
apples and oranges. Do your homework.
Go on-line and check out the sensor size of
any camera you are interested in. Then
compare megapixels and all the other
features you are interested in. The blue
sized sensor is an APS-C sensor and the
cyan sensor is an APS-H sensor. Nikon’s
APS-C sensor is just a little bit larger
than Canon’s. The sensor size is often
revealed when manufacturers tell you
what the “lens factor” is. The magenta
(purple) sensor has a 1:1 lens factor (its
full size). The cyan sensor has a 1:1.3
lens factor (it is 30% smaller than full
size). The
blue
sensor
has either
a
1:1.5
(Nikon) or
1:1.6
(Canon)
lens factor

(they are 50% or 60% smaller than full
size).

Knowing the lens factor will also help you
determine what the effective focal length
of your lens is on any given camera that it
will fit on. For example; my 70-200 mm
zoom is really a 70-200 mm zoom on my
Canon 5D, since the 5D has a full frame
sensor. But on my Canon 1D, which has
the APS-H sensor, the 70-200 is
effectively a 91-260 mm (70 x 1.3 = 91and
200 x 1.3 = 260). On my Canon 40D it is
effectively a 112-320 mm zoom (70 x 1.6 =
112 and 200 x 1.6 = 320). So when I shoot
sports during the day I will often mount
my 70-200 on my 40D because it gives me
more “reach.”
For night time sports
(Friday night football) I usually mount
that lens on my 5D because it has a more
sensitive sensor in low light, which allows
me to stop action in the relatively low
light of stadium lights. But I know I
won’t get the action on the other side of
the field.

If you’re in the market for the camera

with a fixed lens (one that you cannot
remove from the camera and replace with
another lens) and the manufacturer
advertizes a 3X optical zoom and a 5X
digital zoom, pay little attention to the
digital zoom part. Pay attention to the
optical zoom though. A 3X optical zoom
means that the focal length of the lens is
multiplied 3 times when that feature is
activated. So if you have 25 mm lens on
your camera and zoom out to 3X, the lens
is effectively a 75mm lens. The digital
zoom only crops the image by a factor of 5
and then enlarges it back to full size. The
penalty is that the quality of the image
goes way down.

It’s not because both my mom and my
voodoo priest died within a two-week span
recently. Nor is it because my old cats’
vet bills are as notorious as my dental
expenses. However, I have taken to
swilling vino from a black box.
Surprisingly good. My theory is, when I
crash and burn, they will be able to
recover the box and flippin’ figger it all
out. After everything I learned from
Colleen Bullen’s and Mike McCready’s
wine tastings. S. Collins—voted most
likely to succumb to cheap wine.

Finally, think ahead. Ask yourself what
it is you want to use the camera (and lens)
for and be able to answer that question
honestly before heading to the camera
store. Buy only as much camera as you
need, and not because of all the bells and
whistles it might have. While some of
them are pretty useful, others are not all
that useful but, will still cost you, whether
you use them or not.

FROM THE WINE CELLAR
By Sandy Collins ‘70

WAS GIBSTS ZU ESSEN?
By Sandy Collins ‘70

Holy Guacamole! No fiesta is complete
without salsa and chips. And in Texas we
love our guacamole. Employ two avocados
(or more!) and mash roughly. Add a small
half a small red onion or a Vidalia onion,
if you can get your hands on one, finely
chopped. Also mash and super dice two
pieces of garlic (or more, as you decide—or
less). Add a vine-ripened or heirloom
tomato, also diced finely. Throw in an ear
of raw corn, if you are brave. Whole, you
may ask? Shuck it. Corny, I know…Also
add a nice full handful of cilantro leaves,
roughly chopped and the juice of two to
three limes—it should taste zesty and
bright. Also add a good pinch or two of
ground cumin, and salt to taste. Now
about the heat. It’s gotta have heat, but
you can have it your way. You can either
mince a portion of a pepper like a Serrano
or a jalapeno (with or without seeds—
seeds are hot) or if you want to tone it
down instead, add a little pinch of
cayenne. Grab yer favorite bag of chips
and enjoy with a Margarita or a Tecate.
We’ll leave that to you. Salud!

FOND REMEMBRANCES –
CALIORNIA DREAMIN’ 2012
SAN DIEGO REUNION
By John Neumyer ‘69

Music Credits:
Tequila – The Champs
The House is A-Rockin’ – Stevie Ray
Vaughn and Double Trouble

